
  GETTING TO KNOW THE EU LABOUR MARKET

VISIT TO MISSET, MULTINATIONAL PRINTING CORPORATION

Project meeting held in Doetinchem 19-24. 9.2016

In order to get to know EU Labour market demands and opportunities, students visited a leading European company 
set in Doetinchem and met two of the company executive managers. During this visit both teachers and students 
had the opportunity to tour around the facilities, learn about the printing process  and attend a presentation about the 
company itself and the profiles required. 

In the past, most jobs were technical, for example: press 
operators, printers, binders, logistics, maintenance. So 

mainly unskilled personal was employeed.

A good piece of adive for young people: 
 get a certificate or diploma so as to be able to achieve a 
good job, and not just an unskilled one. But having just a 
degree is not enough, in this new competitive and globali-
sed world, you must continue learning autonomously and 
training so as to cater for the demands of really speciali-

zed jobs. 

What are the competences required to be    hired?
- Be flexible

- Be quality-orientated
- Able to work together  well, in teams

- Able to take responsability
- analytical skills

- creativity
- customer orientated

- foreign languages competence (English, German, French, etc.)
- ability to work in a social way

What about the future? 
Dock 35 is the new branch of the company; it is focused on 
website design and media solutions. In 2010 there were 

15 employees and now there are 40 people hired. 
As far as jobs are concerned, in 5 to 7 years, new careers 
such as big data traffic analyst or very technical jobs wi-
thin the field of engineering will be the most demanded. 
Because of robotics, the jobs available will be creative 
jobs, marketing jobs, and everything related to the service 

inductry. 

Reasons for the success of this company:
They offer good quality ON TIME. “In this world punctual 

delivery is the key to success”.

Here are some of the comments made and tips given to students by company representatives:


